
Machiavelli used ABM in the 16th Century. He wrote The Prince

to gain the favor of a noble family. Writing a book to get one 

family’s attention is the essence of account based marketing. 

A slightly more current example is Boeing and Airbus. Both 

manufacturers know the names of every decision maker of 

every airline. 

Their ABM is to individual people. 

ABM is a current buzzword, created by marketing companies, 

to sell marketing. Let’s cut through the hype. 
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2012 ABM Marketing

Boston Logic is a SaaS company serving residential real 

estate brokers. At a trade show, a pre-targeted list of was 

invited to the booth. These broker owners were interview on 

their favorite company story. An illustrator listened to the 

story, he then drew their story on a large piece of paper. 

The audio recording and illustration where then animated 

to produce a custom illustrated video. 

The personal connection 

brought one owner to tears, 

another requested a 

photograph with the 

illustrator and poster. Have 

you experienced tradeshow 

marketing that can make 

that claim? [It was our first.]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gk4T8GARUzg&t=24s


Value of ABM

A key value to ABM is that it proves to the prospect that 

they are valuable to the company. 

Also, receiving it adds value (hopefully) to their 

work/company.

Meaning, ABM takes company effort and useful insight. If 

either are lacking, ABM probably will not work. 

NOTE: 

ABM will not be easy. If easy marketing worked, everyone 

would do it. Which would make it not work.

Cheap/lazy/easy marketing always feels like 

cheap/lazy/easy marketing. 



ABM Deployment

• Cold mailing, in a clear plastic envelope mail a full color page, 

that has a screen shot from the prospect’s website with 

relevant idea 

• Start email with image from prospect’s materials with useful 

comment 

• Email useful comparison to prospect’s competition, point out 

their competitive advantage 

• After good quality call, salesperson recaps call with 

video/audio about the call, idea for the prospect to think 

about

• Revenue expansion, to current clients mail a report on their 

usage with suggestion on new feature to add 

• Hire expert to review aspect of prospect’s business at no cost

• Invest marketing team’s effort to turn a customer into a SME



ABM Recap  

Out from under the hype, ABM has useful applications. To 

determine if ABM works takes testing the fit between ACV 

and the cost of client acquisition. 

Next steps 

1. Work on defining the ACV/LTV required to break 

even on ABM

2. Avoid deploying cheap/lazy/easy marketing 

3. Call a lead gen. expert, we suggest iZtek  



Per Heistad, B2B Sales Expert

Per Heistad is the principal of iZtek, he has Fortune 500 experience in sales 

team lead generation. For 7 years he was contracted to American Express 

Financial Advisors where his work improved their sales team prospecting. In the 

12 years since Amex he has worked with dozens of early stage companies. 

Per’s sales system expertise includes defining Product Customer Fit, value 

proposition models, target customer profiling, lead generation 

campaigns/messaging and management structure.

Two key lessons from Per’s Amex experience: 

• Lead gen. is a science just as marketing and sales is a science. This science 

is well understood by $40M tech companies. 

• The greatest opportunity to grow revenue is always outside of the 

company. Internal company improvements are the lowest hanging fruit so 

those are the first to be made. That leaves the greatest opportunity to grow 

revenue outside of the company, e.g. better defining the customer’s 

urgency and value. 

When not generating leads, Per is well known for this wood fire cooking skills, 

his sport is free diving, Haiti is a favorite county to visit and he is hoping to find 

a lady for whom he can be her trophy husband. 
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